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NATURAL SOAP WORKS AND OIL GARDEN

People no longer know the origin of the products they use on a day-to-day basis. 
I propose to place a soap works, bath house and oil garden by the river 
Thames, using the rendered fat from the  adjacent John Knight rendering 
plant, harvested rainwater, and oil from on-site plants to create the soap. 

Central to the project is to allow people to reconnect with the process of 
production, and appreciate the effort and inherent beauty in the simplicity 
of processing raw materials to make something as everyday as soap.





[INTRODUCTION]



“It is not possible to live in this age if you don’t have a sense of many contradictory forces”, Rem Koolhaas once remarked. Contradiction 
was the initial driving force for this project; the beauty industry being that of a polished, flawless one, when in reality particularly in the very 
recent past, all manner of undesirable ingredients go into the products. This project simplifies and purifies the process, growing, collecting and 
harvesting key ingredients, demonstrating the production methods, and allowing sampling of the products as part of the experience.

The site sits on an old abandoned plot in the Silvertown area of London, beside the River Thames. It was’t used for business, nor leisure, yet 
space in London is at a premium. The Architect saw an opportunity to stimulate the local economy, and simultaneously educate the user on a 
product that is used daily- Soap.

It can be reached one of two ways; via a boat from the Thames, up a sunken concrete channel cutting through the various plants grown for 
their scented oils, or from the road by the DLR station, where one is greeted onto the site by an ETFE/ Honeywell Spectra fibre tensile mesh 
stretching up out of the earth, protecting the site from weather extremes, from the sky and the sun. Once inside, faceted concrete paths lead 
you around the partially submerged factory, reflecting the simplicity of the soap making process inside in its form, and exposed construction 
details within. Looking through the windows on the North side, freshly prepared soap can be seen cascading down the glass, thick like a 
rainbow of treacle. Behind this spectacle, a maze of colour coded pipes, not entirely unlike that of the Pompidou Centre, leads you through the 
process of manufacture, through a series of oversized storage and mixing vats, held above the ground by a rearrangeable hexagonal framework.

[MAGAZINE REVIEW] VIEW OF THE OIL GARDEN AND 
FACTORY FROM THE DLR STATION

SECTION THROUGH THE BATH HOUSE IN AUTUMN, AS THE VINES 
AND CREEPERS CHANGE COLOUR AND BEGIN TO FALL

SECTION THROUGH THE 
BATH HOUSE



Continuing down the factorys’ edge, you reach the saponification room, where the soap 
is stored in colourful richly scented piles, in individual glass chambers. For temperature 
reasons, these are stored beneath a sedum roof, which leads up above the oil garden, giving 
views toward the rendering plant (the origin of the main ingredient, tallow), though this 
is only partially visible because of the dense foliage growing up the mesh where it comes 
down to meet the earth to allow water and light to penetrate further. 

To the West of the sedum roof is a large polished metallic structure rising out of the park, 
flanked by concrete channels, with views in through the light scoops on the roof glimpsing 
walls of soap, and alluding to a sensory roller-coaster behind them. Inside the bath house, 
a series of calming spaces are located, where the user experiences varying combinations of 
smells, humidity, colour and light as they move through the building. Inside there are three 
pools, varying in temperature, a steam room, sauna, baths, water curtains and scented oil 
vapour and mist filling rooms. This is all dissected by a glass tank, filled with ever-changing 
bubbles, which can be seen from the exterior. A curtain of water protects the privacy of the 
bathing individuals from others passing through the building. 

Upon exiting (having had your clothes delivered to the leaving cubicles), having drawn 
back the heavy leather curtains (taken from the cattle from the rendering plant), you reach 
a lush room of soap, where you may purchase the bar(s) you most enjoyed bathing with. 
Leaving through the glass doors, you find yourself again in the sunken concrete channel, 
with views down to the Thames, rich  smells of oil plants at eye level, and a small expanse 
of rainwater ahead of you, collected by the overhead mesh; making the factory and the 
bath house self reliant.

After half a day at the Natural Soap Works and Oil Gardens, I left feeling reconnected to 
nature, happy with the quality of the various soap bars I was delighted to buy, completely 
rejuvenated, and quite literally, smelling of roses.

BATH HOUSE, SOAP STORAGE AND 
SOAP FACTORY, WITH CONCRETE 
PATHWAYS RUNNING ALONGSIDE



[PROJECT OVERVIEW]





[LOCATION IN LONDON]





[SITE HISTORY]



After looking at the history of the Thames Barrier Park and surrounding 
areas such as Silvertown, the rich industrial history became evident. 
On the site which used to produce soap for some of the country, 
now sat only a fat rendering plant, which is removed from the main 
street, and prohibited to enter the site. Using the large plot of land 
nextdoor, I began to look at soap manufacture, and how it can be 
reintroduced and reinvigorated for pleasure, profit and education.



Industrial buildings are no longer solely built for purpose, 
but are in themselves a statement about a brand; an 
advertisement. The building, and ambience inside promotes 
the values upheld by the company. This is especially true for 
high brow companies such as BMW, with their car production 
plant in Leipzig. The factory is clean, organised, functional, 
social and sleek. Clients who visit the factory leave feeling 
these things, and associate these with the craftsmanship of 

the vehicle. 

I aim to take a similar approach, only showing the less than 
desirable process of turning animal fat into something that 

can be very desirable, soaps and candles.



[SOAP STATISTICS]

London hotels use 808,110kg of soap per year = 16,835 large cows worth of fat







Photos from the site. John Knight 
Render works. The industrial nature is 
visible in the architecture; things are 
designed for function, which in itself 

gives it an elegant form. 



[ABANDONED SITE]



Candles
Soap
Animal feed
Biodiesel
Leather conditioner
High-end shaving foam
(Until 1990), McDonalds cooked french fries in 93% tallow
(Early 1900’s), a form of lubrication for engines and weapons

Tallow is a triglyceride, composed of fatty acids, mostly:

Stearic acid
Lauric acid
Myristic acid
Oleic acid
Palmitic acid
Lioleic acid

Of these, stearic acid alone has many uses:

Deodorant & anti-persperant
Foundation cream
Hand-lotion
Hair-straightening products
Shaving creams
Lotions, creams & ointments
Cosmetic products (stearyl alcohol)
Chewing gum
Suppositories

Glycerin can be removed from the fat rendering process, and also 
has many everyday uses (as well as being used in some explosives):

Toothpaste
Mouthwash
Ointments
Cough syrup
Shaving cream
Ink
Glue
Plastic
Lubricants
Anti-freeze
Brake fluid
Personal lubricants

*Glycerin can also be extracted from vegetable matter, so they are 
not necessarily just from animals.

Upon researching uses of tallow, and sources of tallow, it became apparent 
that in the beauty industry, perhaps more than other industries, the sources 

and ingredients are surprising for products meant to beautify.

This prompted me to make products in the factory that are borne of natural 
ingredients, and as far as possible, free from artificial chemicals. The factory 
will give people a chance to see where their soap and wax comes from, 

and what it contains.

This honesty will also be shown in the language of the building, both in 
materiality, and in detailing.

[TALLOW USES]









[MATERIAL EXPLORATION]



[SOAP MAKING]





As the ingredients of the soap are mixed, the colour, transparency and viscosity changes. This 
prompted me to consider the architectural applications for this process. The soap could be used 
in the walls of the building, as an insulative Phase Change Material (PCM), or as a part of the 

process, moving the soap from one part of the building to another.

Another basic product that can be made from the tallow is candles, which can be scented in the 
same way as the soaps, to produce a multitude of types. Just like the soap, the transparency and 
viscosity changes, as explored in some of the wax models I produced using parrafin wax. The only 

difference is that tallow wax has a much richer yellow colour.

The temperature is kept at a relatively high temperature throughout the process (40oC+), so 
the pipes transporting the tallow, soap, wax and lye-water mix can take longer routes through 
the building, penetrating areas where the substances are in the walls. This would change the light 

transmittance and colour through the day:

In the day, the factory will be working, heating up the pipes, melting the wax and soap, using energy, 
and making sections of the wall transparent. 

At night, the factory will cool down, solidifying the wax, releasing energy to retain some of the 
temperature of the factory, and making the building more opaque.











[WAX PROJECT PRECEDENT]



[SOAP MONTAGE]



[MONTAGE PERSPECTIVE]



[STACKING RESEARCH]



[STACKING EXPLORATION]







I made development models from wax and concrete, playing 
with the consistency, form and lighting. Like soap, they are 
both cast, but differ wildly in final product, so I experimented 

with the two. 

Some concrete casting had more aggregate, less air, a smoother 
finish, a more defined shape.

The wax could be set rapidly by dropping it in cold water, or be 
layered up to produce varying opacity. 

I also combined the two, later melting away the wax to leave 
fluid chasms in the concrete.

Jar of wax, quick-set, glass removed

Concrete finish and texture experiments

[MATERIAL EXPLORATION]]





Wax poured over cold water

Concrete cast in melted plastic



By pouring in small amounts of wax at a time and moving the container around so 
the wax is distributed to the extents, a delicate layered shell was created. Colouring 
the wax at the centre layers with paprika, it gives a mottled effect, and has a 

resemblance to marble.

Constructing the wax in this way gives it a strength not found in regular casting, as 
the layers are organised, so less material can be used.

[LAYERING WITH WAX]





“We delight in the mere sight of the delicate glow of fading rays clinging to the surface of a 
dusky wall, there to live out what little life remains to them. We never tire of the sight, for to 

us this pale glow and these dim shadows far surpass any ornament.” 

Tanizaki Jun’ichiro, In Praise of Shadows.



[SOAP EXPLORATION]







[MODEL PROGRESS]



[CATENARY HANGING MODELS]





Hanging models finding the strongest forms for given points. 
I constructed a frame, pinned the material into place and poured 
combinations of wax, bioplastic and glue into them, before 

inverting them, to form an arched structure.







To produce a fluid form for the mesh, I did some hanging 
model mesh experiments, to see how material behaved, to 
find strong shapes. I then produced a 1:500 site model, and 
modelled a clay shell from this, which I photographed, and 
using 123D Catch, transported into 3DS as a mesh, and made 

the final shape from there. 

After, I also made a physical model of the mesh, using the 
clay as a base and hot glue and wire to produce a form similar 

to that produced in software modelling.



[CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT]



[PLAN/SECTION DIAGRAM] RETAIL SPACE LEADING UP ABOVE 
THE FACTORY





[SOAP PROCESS LAYOUT]



[SOAP PROCESS FRAME 
STRUCTURE]



[FACTORY SERVICES]







[SAPONIFICATION GREEN ROOF DETAIL AT FAR END OF FACTORY]



[BATH HOUSE & SHOP PRECEDENT]





The pathway continues from the river, and 
runs along the North side of the factory, 
which is glazed and covered inside by 
different opaque soaps. Glimpses into the 

factory can be taken through this.

The fat pipes lead away from the factory, 
compelling the user to explore the site, and 
go deeper into the oil gardens, which gets 
denser and more wild towards the rendering 
plant. The lines of the storage room also 
lead this way. The green roof of the storage 
room also offers another level for the user to 
explore, and overlooks the faceted pathways 
gouged out of the site running towards the 

river.





[TENSILE APPLICATION]









[OIL GARDEN LAYOUT]







[BASIC LONG SECTION 1]



[BASIC LONG SECTION 2]



[BASIC SHORT SECTION]



[MESH MATERIALITY]





[MESH FORM DEVELOPMENT]



[MESH FORM DEVELOPMENT]





[MESH STRUCTURE]





[MESH FORCE DIAGRAM]



[VINES AND CLIMBERS RESEARCH]







[SUMMER YEAR 1]



[AUTUMN YEAR 1]



[WINTER YEAR 1]



[SUMMER YEAR 5]



[AUTUMN YEAR 5]



[WINTER YEAR 5]





[MESH CONNECTIONS & SYSTEMS]









[MESH CONNECTION DETAILS, 1 AND 5 YEARS]





[GREEN ROOF DETAIL]





[FACTORY DETAILS]



[FACTORY SERVICES]



[BATH HOUSE & LABORATORY STRUCTURE]



[BATH HOUSE GLAZED LIGHT SCOOP EXPLANATION]







[BATH HOUSE LOUVRE DETAIL]



[BATH HOUSE SOAP WALL]



[DESIGN PROPOSAL]



















GROUND FLOOR 
0M



[BATH HOUSE PRECEDENT]







ZOOMED PLAN



[EAST-WEST BATH HOUSE SECTION]



[EAST-WEST BATH HOUSE SECTION]



[NORTH-WEST BATH HOUSE SECTION]



[NORTH-WEST BATH HOUSE SECTION]



[NORTH-WEST BATH HOUSE SECTION SUMMER]



[NORTH-WEST BATH HOUSE SECTION AUTUMN]



[NORTH-WEST BATH HOUSE SECTION WINTER]



[NORTH-WEST BATH HOUSE ZOOM SECTION]



[NORTH-WEST BATH HOUSE ANNOTATED ZOOM SECTION]



[BATH HOUSE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 
SENSORY EXPERIENCE COMBINED & TOUCH]



[BATH HOUSE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 
SENSORY EXPERIENCE SIGHT & SMELL]



[BATH HOUSE INTERNAL ROUTE]



[BATH HOUSE CHANGING CUBICLE & ENTRANCE]



[BATH HOUSE HOT POOL]





[BATH HOUSE SHOWER/VAPOUR ROOM]



[BATH HOUSE BATH AREA]



[NORTH-WEST BATH HOUSE UPDATED FINAL SECTION]







[SITE CURRENTLY]



[REJUVENATED SITE]



[ANIMATED FLY THROUGH OF PROJECT]
http://chrisds5.wordpress.com/2014/05/08/%C2%B7-project-fly-through/



[ENTRANCE TO SITE][SITE ENTRANCE]



[PIER SECTION PERSPECTIVE]



[FACTORY INTERIOR VIEWS]



[FACTORY SECTION PERSPECTIVE]





[SOAP COVERED FACTORY WALL, 
SOAP STORED BEHIND]





[CONCRETE PATHWAY THROUGH THE SITE, 
RAINWATER COLLECTION AND OIL FIELDS]





[REFLECTIVE LABORATORY, SHOP AND BATH HOUSE 
ROOF, SAPONIFICATION & FACTORY BEHIND]



[BATH HOUSE]



[BATH HOUSE][BATH HOUSE INTERIOR, SOAP STACKED BEHIND GLASS WALLS, BUBBLE INSTALLATION ON LEFT]





[FACTORY & SAPONIFICATION ROOF, 
TENSILE MESH SUSPENDED ABOVE]





[CONCRETE PATHWAY AROUND LAB AND BATH HOUSE, CENTRAL PATH CUTS BETWEEN SAPONIFICATION CELLS AND BATH HOUSE]


